Summary: We consider the problem of estimating the first k coefficients in a regression equation with k + 1 variables. For this problem with known variance of innovations, the neutral Laplace weighted-average least-squares estimator was introduced in Magnus (2002). We investigate properties of this estimator in the case where the unknown variance is estimated by least squares. We find that the optimality properties of the Laplace estimator only change marginally. Therefore we recommend the neutral Laplace estimator to be used in practice.
Introduction
Let x be a single observation from a univariate normal distribution with unknown mean θ and unknown variance σ 2 , that is x ∼ N(θ, σ 2 ). Suppose also, that an estimator of σ 2 is available, namely s 2 , that is independent of x and such that s 2 ν/σ 2 has a χ 2 ν distribution, where ν is known. In this article we consider the problem of estimating θ in some optimal manner.
The stated problem arises from the following practical situation. Consider the linear regression model y = Xβ + γz + ε, ε ∼ N(0, σ 2 I n ). The difference between X and z is that X contains regressors that always have to be in the model, while z (also called the auxiliary regressor) may or may not be in the model. We want to estimate parameter β in the 'best' possible way.
The problem of optimal estimation of β has a long history. Early work on pretesting goes back to Berkson (1942) and Bankroft (1944) . Huntsberger (1955) explicitly writes out the pretest estimator as a continuous weighted average of the restricted and unrestricted estimators, and proposes an alternative estimator. Feldstein (1973) is concerned with regression estimation when regressors are highly correlated. Admissibility issues are discussed in Blyth (1951) , Farrell (1968) , Brown (1971) , and Berger (1976) . A review of the early literature is provided in Judge and Bock (1978) . Sawa and Hiromatsu (1973) consider the pretest estimator using the minimax regret criterion, while Toyoda and Wallace (1976) use the average minimum risk criterion. The minimax regret approach is also used by Droge and Georg (1995) in obtaining adaptive least-squares regression estimates. Roehrig (1984) finds an expression for the mean squared error of the pretest estimator. In a similar way Magnus and Durbin (1999) derive moments of the general weighted-average least-squares estimator. Magnus (2002) introduces the neutral Laplace WALS estimator in a regression context. Recent developments in theory and practice of pretesting can be found in Giles and Giles (1993) , Chatfield (1995) , and Magnus (1999) .
The rest of paper is organized as following. In section 2 we introduce notation and explain the basic setup. In section 3 we reconsider properties of WALS estimators, such as admissibility, risk and regret in the situation when σ is unknown. In section 4 we consider the performance of the neutral Laplace estimator relative to the usual pretest estimator. Section 4 concludes. An appendix contains proofs of all results.
Notation and setup
We consider the linear regression model
where y(n × 1) is the vector of observations, X(n × k) and z(n × 1) are matrices of nonrandom regressors, ε(n × 1) is a vector of disturbances, and β and γ are unknown nonrandom parameters. Suppose that the matrix (X : z) has full column-rank. Let b u andγ denote the ordinary least-squares estimators of β and γ in model (1), and b r the ordinary least-squares estimator in model (1) under the restriction γ = 0 . Denote
The weighted-average least-squares estimator, introduced in Magnus and Durbin (1999) , is defined as
where s 2 = y M y/(n−k −1) is the least-squares estimator of σ 2 . The equivalence theorem in Magnus and Durbin (1999) states that the mean squared error of the WALS estimator of β can be represented as
where q = (X X) −1 X z(z M z) −1/2 . Therefore we can say that the problem of estimation of β in regression model (1) is equivalent to the problem of estimation of the parameter θ by one bivariate observation (θ, s 2 ). We call the first problem the regression problem and second problem the auxiliary problem. For determining the optimal b (in the mean squared error sense) we need to find a function λ(θ, s 2 ) which provides the optimal estimator of θ. Consider the mean squared error of λ(θ, s 2 )θ, that is,
where the expectation on the right hand side is taken with respect to the product of two independent distributions: N(θ, σ 2 ) and χ ν . In Magnus (2002) the problem of finding the optimal λ was considered under the assumption that σ is known. He used a λ-function of particular form: λ(θ, s 2 ) = Λ(η), whereη =θ/σ. Then,
where η = θ/σ. Therefore the regression problem with known σ is equivalent to the estimation of the parameter η by one observation from the N(η, 1) distribution. 1 In general, however, σ is not known. We estimate σ by the usual least-squares estimator, s = y M y/(n − k − 1). The expressionθ/s is then interpreted as the usual regression t-statistic. The WALS estimator based on
generalises in a natural way the usual pretest estimator. The mean squared error of λ(θ, s 2 )θ is now given by
where v = s σ √ ν, ν = n − k. In expression (3), the statistics v andη are independent and distributed as χ ν and N(η, 1) respectively. We see that the risk function depends on the unknown parameter σ, which is only a scale parameter. Therefore we can write the mean squared error as
where the standardized risk function R is defined as
with x ∼ N(η, 1), v ∼ χ ν , independent of x, and E η denotes expectation with respect to N(η, 1), and E ν with respect to the χ ν distribution. The function R can be interpreted as the mean squared error of the WALS estimator in the case where σ = 1. Now denote
so that then R(η, Λ) = E ν R v (η, Λ). The function R v (η, Λ) can be interpreted as the risk function for the problem with known variance but with different Λ, specifically Λ v (x) = Λ(x √ ν/v).
WALS estimation in auxiliary problem with unknown variance
We wish to investigate properties of the estimator of η, based on one bivariate observation (x, s), where x ∼ N(η, 1), s = wσ/ √ ν, w ∼ χ ν , independent on x The estimator takes the form
Note, that the weight Λ(x/s) depends not only on x but also on the independent statistic s. This additional randomness is caused by the necessity to estimate the nuisance parameter σ. We will assume that Λ satisfies the regularity conditions R1, i.e.
4. Λ is continuous except possibly on a set of measure zero.
These conditions allow us to interpret Λ(x/s)x as a shrinkage estimator. There is an apparent parallel in investigating the properties of (6) for known and unknown σ. In particular, all notions of admissibility of the estimators can be reformulated straightforwardly by considering the new risk function,
but the actual investigation of admissibility and regret requires some care. Our main question is whether the conclusions made for the WALS estimator with known variance are still true (or almost true) in the case with unknown variance. In Magnus (2002) several important one-parametric classes of WALS estimators were considered. The normal Bayes estimator is defined as t (1) = x/(1 + c). The usual pretest estimator is defined by choosing Λ as
and the class of all pretest estimators that have 0 < c < ∞ is denoted as L (2) . The Laplace estimator corresponds to the Λ-function of the form
where
and the class of all Laplace estimators with positive finite c is denoted as L (3) . The 'neutral' Laplace estimator corresponds to c = 0.6931. Finally the Burr estimator was defined as
The corresponding class of Burr estimators is denoted by L (4) . The natural starting point is admissibility. The usual estimator is defined by Λ = 1. Since this Λ does not depend on s at all, we can expect that little is changed in the properties of the resulting estimator. Indeed, Theorem 3 shows that the usual estimator is unbiased, admissible and has constant risk equal to 1. Similar considerations (Theorem 4) show that the normal Bayes estimators are admissible for any 0 ≤ c < ∞. In the auxiliary problem with known σ, the pretest estimator is proved to be L (2) -admissible. Theorem 7 shows that the pretest estimator for each value of c is L (2) -admissible also when σ is unknown. A similar result holds for the Burr estimator (Theorem 8). This simply reflects the fact that in each class no estimator dominates an other. Moreover their risks are bounded and converge pointwise to 1 as c tends to infinity. For the Laplace estimator it is possible to prove a stronger property, namely that the Laplace estimator is admissible (not just L (3) -admissible) even when σ is unknown (Theorem 9). We can also establish L
(1) -admissibility of the pretest estimator and L (2) -admissibility of the Burr estimator. It is well known (see e.g. Judge and Bock (1978) ) that the risk function of the pretest estimator depends on ν. Figure 1 shows that this is indeed the case. In the figure we plot the risk functions of the ordinary 5% pretest estimator 2 , together with the risk functions of the restricted (Λ = 0) and the unrestricted (Λ = 1) estimators. First of all note that as ν grows, the risk profiles converge to some limiting function, say R ∞ (θ). This function is nothing more than the risk function of the pretest estimator in the auxiliary problem with known σ. Indeed, the conditional risk function (5) satisfies
2 Recall that for 5% pretest estimator parameter c is determined as c = T 
It is also quite obvious (and Figure 1 confirms this) that the risk functions of the restricted and the unrestricted estimators do not depend on ν. We know that c = c ν = T −1 ν (0.975) grows as ν decreases. Therefore for small values of ν the 5% pretest estimator behaves more and more like the restricted estimator. This explains the fact that as ν decreases, risk profiles become smaller for small η and larger for large η. It appears, however, that risks depend very little on ν around the point η = 1.3370, where the graphs R ∞ (θ) and θ 2 intersect. 3 Similarly, there is very little dependence on ν around the point η = 1. Hence in this important region the pretest estimator still remains worse than both the restricted and the unrestricted estimator. The maximum of the risk for the ordinary pretest estimator becomes larger when ν decreases. For ν = 5 the maximum risk is 45% higher than for the case of known σ. Therefore for small samples the usual 5% pretest estimator seems to perform even worse than for the case of known σ. In contrast, the neutral Laplace estimator reveals considerable robustness. In Figure 2 we plot the risk functions of the neutral Laplace estimator for different values of ν. Comparing with the case of known σ, the risk for small ν is slightly higher when |η| < 2, but outside this region the situation is reversed. Of course, the limiting value for η → ∞ is the same and equal to 1 + c 2 .
One of the well-accepted approaches in finding an optimal Λ is the minimax regret approach (Savage (1951), Chernoff and Moses (1959), Sawa and Hiromatsu (1973) ). An optimal Burr estimator was obtained in Magnus (2000) as the minimax regret solution within a specific subclass. Magnus also used regret to characterise optimality of the Laplace estimator. In order to apply this approach for our case we need to find the regret function. Regret is defined as the difference between risk of the estimator and minimal risk in a given class of estimators. Theorem 11 establishes that the minimal risk of the WALS estimator within all R1-regular L (0) Λ-s is the same as in the problem with known σ, that is,
Therefore, the regret function for a particular WALS estimator is defined as Table 1 . Extreme values for risk and regret of the neutral Laplace estimator.
In Table 1 we gathered the extreme values for risk and regret of the Laplace estimator for different values of ν. The last column represents the case of known σ. We see that minimum risk is about 6% higher for small ν, but that the maximum risk is the same. In contrast, maximum regret is only about 2% lower for small ν, but minimum regret is about 18% higher. (This is a direct consequence of the fact that the lower bound of risk of the WALS estimator is the same for all η.) Each row converges quickly to their limits when ν grows. This limiting value coincides of course with the value for the case of known σ.
Summarising we can say that the neutral Laplace estimator, developed for the case of known σ, performs exceptionally good. The difference in properties caused by estimation of σ is small. In terms of mean squared error this difference does not exceed 5% for the relevant range of ν. Therefore we recommend to use the neutral Laplace estimator in practice.
Nevertheless one potential resource for improvement still remains. It is possible to apply, for example, the optimal minimax regret Burr estimator in the new setup. Since the regret function is different for each ν, this optimal solution will take into account this dependence. A priori it is not clear, how much we can gain by applying this approach. Figure 3 classifies the situation.
In the Figure 3 we plotted risk profiles of the minimax regret Burr estimator for various values of ν. Comparing Figure 3 with Figure 2 we can only conclude that the potential gain is marginal. Hence, adapting WALS estimators via the minimax regret principle to each ν does not seems to be a productive idea. The Laplace solution still appears to be the best. 
Relative efficiency of the Laplace estimator
In previous sections we investigated properties of several WALS estimators in the auxiliary problem. We have established several important properties concerning admissibility and risk of these estimators. Our general conclusion was that we can use the optimal solution obtained in Magnus (2002) , because there is only little difference in risk and regret values obtained for known and unknown σ. However, our original problem concerned the estimation of a focus regressor in the partitioned regression problem. We now compare the performance of the Laplace and the pretest estimator in a real regression problem. For this purpose we consider the ratio of the mean squared errors of the ordinary pretest estimator and the neutral Laplace estimator. More precisely, let us consider the problem of estimating a general linear combination of the parameters β, say ω β, where ω is a known k × 1 vector. The mean squared error of ω b, according to the equivalence theorem, is
and R(η) is a generic notation for the risk function of the WALS estimator in the auxiliary problem. Therefore the ratio of mean squared errors of the neutral Laplace and pretest estimators is
, where R L (η) denotes the risk of the neutral Laplace estimator, and R P (η) the risk of the ordinary pretest estimator. Values of G larger than 1 correspond to the region where the Laplace estimator performs better than the ordinary pretest, and vise versa. and very large values of η, the Laplace estimator is slightly worse than the usual pretest estimator. Actually, this superiority interval will be different for different ν. Table 2 shows the nature of this dependence. Table 2 . Superiority interval of Laplace estimator as function of ν.
We see from the Table 2 that the superiority interval shrinks and moves to the right as ν grows. Both lower and upper boundaries of the interval tend monotonically to their limiting values 0.4207 and 3.6405 respectively. 5 Note again, that the Laplace estimator always performs better in the region of moderately large values of η, including the important neighborhood of point η = 1. Moreover, for small ν the superiority interval for the Laplace estimator is larger than for large ν.
Conclusion
In the current article we discussed issues connected with the practical application of the neutral Laplace weighted-average least-squares estimator, introduced in Magnus (2002) , relaxing the assumption that the variance of innovation is known. We found that properties of the Laplace estimator are surprisingly similar whether or not σ is known. Important properties of the Laplace solution such as admissibility, bounded risk and small regret values still hold in the new setup. Moreover, a comparison of the Laplace and ordinary pretest estimators shows that there is a large interval where the Laplace estimator performs significantly better than the ordinary pretest estimator. The superiority interval is larger for small sample size (more exactly, for small values of ν), but remains rather large even asymptotically. On the base of these results we recommend the neutral Laplace solution for use in practical situations.
Applicability of the Laplace estimator is not restricted to the estimation case. Simple calculations (not reproduced here) show that a relation, similar to the Magnus and Durbin (1999) Equivalence Theorem, holds also for the mean squared error of the out-of-sample regression prediction, and therefore the same optimal λ function can be used for prediction. Applicability of the Laplace estimator is also not restricted to one auxiliary regressor. Our preliminary investigations show that there are no difficulties in applying optimal WALS estimator in a regression problem with several auxiliary regressors, if these regressors are orthogonal in some sense. If not, then a non-degenerate linear transformation of the auxiliary regressors is necessary to achieve orthogonality.
Appeddix
This appendix contains a set of results about risk, admissibility and regret of various WALS estimators in the auxiliary problem with unknown σ. Admissibility is investigated by application of standard methods of decision theory (see e.g. Berger (1985) ). First, let us clarify our notation. Our decision rule δ is a function of two arguments
where expectation on the right hand side is taken with respect to the product of two independent distributions: x ∼ N(θ, σ 2 ) and v ∼ χ ν . We need the following auxiliary result that establishes continuity of the risk function.
Lemma 1 The risk function
is continuous in the region C = {η : |η| < 1}. Proof: By definition,
Therefore it is enough to prove that
for n = 0, 1, 2 and m = 0, . . . , n are continuous in C. This is the classical case of continuity of Lebegue integral with respect to a parameter (see e.g. Kolmogorov and Fomin (1957) or Apostol (1974) ). The only nontrivial thing to show is the existence of an integrable majorant function, that is |y| m φ 0,1 (y)f ν (v). This function is integrable because the normal distribution has moments of all orders, and it is a majorant for the integrand in (10) because |Λ(u)| ≤ 1, by regularity condition R1.
Theorem 2 (Brown-Farrell) The decision rule δ is admissible if there exists a sequence of finite nonnegative measures {G n } such that G n (C) ≥ 1 and
where δ Gn is Bayes rule with respect to G n , and C = {η : |η| < 1}. Proof: Suppose the conditions of the theorem are satisfied but δ is inadmissible. Then we can find another estimator, say δ , whose risk doesn't uniformly exceed the risk of δ, i.e. R(η, δ ) ≤ R(η, δ). At the same time δ must differ from δ on the set of nonzero measure, i.e.
and therefore
By inequality (11) we see that
Since R(η, δ) and R(η, δ ) are both continuous (by Lemma 1), there exists an ε > 0 such that R(η, δ ) < R(η, δ) − ε for |η| < 1. Hence,
and also
Inequality (13) contradicts (11) and thus proves the theorem.
Theorem 3 The usual estimator for η, t(x, Λ, s) = x is 1. unbiased, 2. has constant risk equal 1, 3. admissible.
Proof: Clauses 1 and 2 are straightforward. The proof of 3 is based on Theorem 5.6.1 from Brown (1971) and in fact is nothing more than an extension of Stein's sufficient condition of admissibility (see Stein (1955) ). This condition is formulated by us as Theorem 2. To apply Theorem 2 we need to check that there exists a sequence of nonnegative measures (generalized priors) G i such that
Now let g n be the rescaled normal density
Then claim a) follows because G n (C) = √ 2πn Erf(
), where Erf(
) = 2Φ(y)− 1, Φ(·) denotes the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution, and because G n+1 (C) ≥ G n (C) and G 1 (C) ≈ 1.71. Then straightforward Bayes calculations give us
, that satisfy both a) and b). Therefore the usual estimator is admissible. Theorem 4 The estimator t (1) = x/(1 + c) is admissible for any c > 0. Proof: The modified risk function (4) in this case boils down to the risk function for known σ and therefore the proof from Magnus (2000, Theorem A.2) , can be applied without changes. That is: for 0 < c < ∞ the normal Bayes estimators are Bayes with respect to prior π(η) ∼ N(0, 1/c) and therefore admissible. For c = ∞, we have Λ = 0 and R(0, 0) = 0, which implies admissibility.
and that the risk R(η, Λ) is a symmetric function with respect to η. This allows us to consider only positive η when investigating properties of the estimator.
where A is a second moment of the χ-distribution, that is a finite number.
The following result is useful when investigating properties of the WALS estimator in the auxiliary problem with unknown σ.
Theorem 6 Consider the estimation problem with known σ and suppose that the one-parametric class L (a) = {Λ c : 0 ≥ c ≥ ∞} consists of R1-regular estimators that are L (a) -admissible. Assume also that
for any s ≥ 0. Then the estimator Λ c (
Suppose that the opposite is true and that the estimator Λ c ( x s )x is not admissible for some c ≥ 0. Then we can find c o such that R(η, Λ co ) ≤ R(η, Λ c ), and such that for at least one η, say η o , this inequality is strict. Then, The following two propositions are direct consequences of Theorem 6.
Proposition 7
The pretest estimator (7) in the auxiliary problem with unknown variance is L (1) -admissible.
Proposition 8
The Burr estimator (9) in the auxiliary problem with unknown variance is L (2) -admissible.
Theorem 9
The Laplace estimator (8) in the auxiliary problem with unknown variance is admissible. Proof: The main idea of proof is close to the proof of Theorem 6. Suppose that the Laplace estimator is inadmissible. Then there exists an estimator δ(x, s) such that R(η, δ) ≤ R(η, Λ (4) ) for any η and there is at least one point η o where this inequality is strict. Then, To prove a) consider the definition of R(η, Λ), that is
Due to (5), R v (η, Λ) can be interpreted as the risk function for the problem with known σ but with modified Λ, i.e. Λ v = Λ(x √ ν/v). However, any R v (η, Λ) must satisfy R v (η, Λ) ≥ η 2 1+η 2 by Theorem A.7 in Magnus(2000) . Therefore,
To prove b) just consider Λ = 1 1+1/η 2 .
